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Trojan Horse is the most powerful malware that can produce an attack to penetrate 

into the network environment. Besides Trojan, another harmful malware known as 

Worm also can cause enormous damage to the computer system. Unfortunately, some 

users do not concern much on security because they thought there is not much 

valuable information can be obtained from them. The lack of awareness about 

computer and network security as well as misunderstanding of how malware attacks 

can occur, resulted in these users do not realize that their machines are at risk and they 

are exposed to several kind of potential cyber threats. Thus, this paper provides an 

insight on network vulnerability and presents some demonstrations of Remote Access 

Trojan (RAT) attack and worm file duplication attack via experimental tesbed. Then, 

Wireshark and some malware scanning tools such as Virus Total, MalwareBytes and 

Avast AntiVirus were also used for malware detection. The findings show that these 

attacks are possible and can be easily conducted to meet the purpose of the attackers. 

Therefore, educating the public to pay extra concern on malware vulnerabilities and to 

equip themselves with knowledge and skills to face the security challenges due to 

malware attacks is crucial. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Overview of Network and Computer Security 

 

Network security and the computer security are two complementary elements that must be 

prioritize in a certain network [1]. In order to have a secure transmission of the information between 

one computer to another, the concept of network security must be applied. The computer users 

should concern about the levels of the security defense of their computer or personal computer (PC) 

so that their PC will always be in a good state. In addition, without the security aspects, there are 

many violent cases such as virus attacks may arise.  
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The security of the computer includes the hardware, software and its internal. Thus, maintaining 

the physical scope such as the monitor, Central Processing Unit (CPU), keyboard, mouse and many 

more must be handled with care because without supervision, the culprits could easily took an 

advantage. On top of that, the supervision towards the software, the handling of input to the 

computer system, and an ethical usage of information over the internet must be considered.  

However, many cases of computer security nowadays are related to the malware attacks [2]. The 

new technologies that have been developing years by years may not resistance to malwares that 

potentially introduce more new attacks towards the computer. Fewer defences towards computer 

will make the fraud or the culprit easy to take over the computer system. Threats such as malware 

will arise to exploit the vulnerabilities in the system that is seen as originally safe. Thus, with the rise 

of the digital shadow economy [3], malware is no longer used only to make the system going wrong, 

but now it is used as a tool for the criminals to make their own profit, as well as the opportunity to 

access to valuable digital, financial resources and/or databases. 

The malware that break into the system can do many bad things such as steal the information, 

change the information of the file and also camouflage as a clean file. The malware types comprise 

of Ransomware, Adware, Spyware, Rootkits, Keylogger, Worms and also Viruses [4]. These different 

kinds of malware have their own kind of ways to intrude into the system [5]. Each of them also has 

their own strength and weaknesses [6]. However, Trojan malware has the highest rate of capability 

in attacking into the computer system.  

Trojan attacks are the attacks that were commonly found in the computer system nowadays [7]. 

The Trojan can appear in many different types of file formats such as the document, applications, 

pictures or binary code. There are many types of Trojan that exists and each of them had their very 

own way of attacks [8]. The Trojan attack also may be in a silent mode until no one has noticed that 

there is an attack [9]. Trojan also can work by hiding itself inside a useful software program and can 

do many corruptions towards the computer system [10].  

For instance, Remote Access Trojan (RAT) is capable to control the victim’s computer system 

without being traced [11]. This is possible because RAT will act as a server and listened to the port 

that is not available to the internet attackers. These Trojans commonly hide in games or other 

programs, thus escape from being suspicious by the users. On the other hand, Worm is commonly 

used by the attackers to intrude into the computer system. Most worms send themselves through 

email, which cause fast spreading as they can email to every address in a particular mailbox. 

Moreover, the worm itself acts as an executable program that can infect the other file on the 

computer system. 

Malware attacks are the problems that still exist because the new malware samples are being 

created by the malware’s writer year by year [2]. Although there are some malware tools and also 

techniques that have been used by the researchers, it is still not enough to make sure that the 

computer users are free from malware infections [12]. Malware also have their own capabilities to 

do any illegal activities towards that infected PC. The infected PC may contain vulnerabilities such as 

buffer overflow, decoding errors, poor handling of malformed data and sabotaged configurations. 

Cases regarding the infected PC because of malware attacks are increasing enormously from time to 

time [13].  

However, the users’ ignorance towards the computer security makes the problem still continue 

and getting worse. Many previous researchers found that most of the security cases regarding 

malware infected PC was because of the user’s attitude itself [9]. Most of the computer users do not 

care about their computer security, the antivirus they need to use and also their computer system.  

If this malware attack problem is not being taken care with an effective way, many users will have 

problems regarding to the infected PC [14]. The user’s personal data and information that stored in 
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their PC also will be in danger. Therefore, it is crucial for the users to be aware of the impact of 

malware attack and be educated about detecting existence of malware and preventing its potential 

attacks. Hence, this paper presents an insight on the analysis of Trojan and Worm attacks in Windows 

environment, particularly due to RAT and worm that spread via email.  

 

1.2 Related Work  

 

Windows operating system has highest number of users rather than Mac OS, Linux and FreeBSD 

[15]. It is mostly chosen because it is user friendly, easy to use and quickly learned by the beginner. 

Unfortunately, Windows OS has some vulnerabilities that include lack of personal firewall and 

malware protection, weak Windows security policy as well as insecure files and share permission. 

Besides detecting the presence of Trojans, preventing the Trojan attacks is also important. 

Prevention can be done via internal and external aspects. Internal aspect means the computer itself 

while the external aspect is the environment outside the computer [2]. Both of these aspects must 

be prioritized so that the Trojan attacks problem can be mitigated. However, according to [7], these 

two aspects are the users and the computer network. Users are responsible to maintain the 

computer’s system from being infected by any attacks especially the Trojan attacks.  

Meanwhile, the security of computer network must be appropriately administered to ensure it is 

always ready to combat potential attacks. Thus, educating the users about malware attack and 

acquiring knowledge and skills to deal with it are vital. Hopefully, the presentation of this paper 

contributes to provide insight and create awareness among computer users. Consequently, the users 

will know the effects of Trojan and Worm on their PC and take prevention steps accordingly. 

 

2. Methodology 

 

The experimental testbed was setup to demonstrate the potential malware attacks in Windows 

environment and carried out the analysis. The conducted experiments include RAT attack and worm 

attack that are explained subsequently in the next section.  

 

2.1 Experimental Setup 

 

The experimental testbed setup consists of the hardware arrangement according to the topology 

created in Figure 1. The testbed comprises of two laptops connected to the LinkSys Wireless-G Broad 

Router using Cat6e UTP cable. The LinkSys Wireless-G Broad Router can be setup as a wired or 

wireless. In this experiment, wired medium had been chosen for the router setup because wired 

medium has higher speed and less interference compared to wireless medium. The router was 

connected to internet via UiTM Perlis network by using Cat6e UTP cable.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Testbed Setup  
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A quick installation was done on the router to configure its basic functions. The router control 

panel’s page was opened from the browser. The browser used is Google.com. The router control’s 

panel can be opened by typing the IP default gateway in the web browser. Username and password 

were required to access into the configuration utility. After the log in process was successful, quick 

setup was chosen from the menu of the configuration utility in the router’s control panel in the web 

browser.  

After configuring the router, Virtual Box installation was done on Laptop A. Laptop A operated as 

guest in Microsoft Windows 7 and acts as an attacker. Laptop B operated in Microsoft Windows 7 

and acts as a victim. The connectivity testing was successful since Laptop A can ping to Laptop B and 

vice versa. IP address 192.168.1.121 owned by attacker’s laptop and IP address 192.168.1.112 owned 

by victim’s laptop.  

As for malware detecting purposes, several tools including Wireshark, Virus Total, Malwarebytes 

and Avast antivirus were also installed on the victim’s laptop. Wireshark is needed because it can 

capture the packet and analyse the traffic. Wireshark and WinPcap were installed and run in Laptop 

A and Laptop B in order to capture live network data. Virus Total is an online virus scanner that allows 

the user to pick any file that they want to scan. The file will be scanned whether it contains any 

harmful virus or not. VirusTotal scanner can be used by using webpage from www.virustotal.com. 

MalwareBytes is an anti-malware software that is built for Microsoft Windows, MacOS and Android 

OS. This software can be used to find and remove the malware detected. Avast AntiVirus is a software 

that can detect any unwanted virus or malware in the computer. It will block the virus, malware or 

Trojan from entering the computer system. Avast AntiVirus has built-in Apps for Windows, MacOS 

and also Android.  

Two scenarios that were performed in this experiment are the Remote Access Trojan (RAT) attack 

and Worm attack. 

 

 2.2 RAT Attack  

 

For this experiment, Beast which is a Remote Access Trojan (RAT) is used as a Trojan’s attacking 

tool in Windows. Beast was installed in Laptop A which is the attacker’s laptop so that the Trojan 

attacks can be sent to the Laptop B. Beast installer has been downloaded from https.connect-

trojan.net/2009/10/beast-2.05.html. Beast formed the RAT Trojan and launched an attack by using 

the created RAT itself. Figure 2 shows the RAT file, named “server”, that had been created in the 

attacker’s laptop. The attacker will send the created RAT file to the victim via email. Before the 

attacker sends the Trojan via the email, the attacker must convert the RAT file “server” into jpg file. 

Figure 3 shows the RAT file “server” that had been renamed into “application” and in jpg file format.  

 

 

  

Fig. 2. Trojan File 

 

Fig. 3. Rename the Trojan file 
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By renaming and converting the RAT file into jpg file format, Gmail will not block the sending of 

the attachment file to the victim’s laptop and the victim will not feel doubt to open the file received. 

Figure 5 shows the RAT file that has been sent from the attacker’s laptop and Figure 6 shows the 

email that was opened by using the victim’s laptop and the RAT file that had been received. If the 

receiver knew the sender of the email, she might not be hesitated to open the file by double clicking 

it. When the victim runs the Trojan file, the attacker’s laptop can connect directly to the victim’s 

laptop. As a result, the RAT file was executed and the connection between victim and attacker would 

be established. Since the attacker’s laptop and the victim’s laptop are now connected, the attacker 

now can monitor the victim’s laptop activity such as the webcam, files registry, shut the machine off, 

services, clipboard and also the password. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Email from attacker’s laptop 

 

Fig. 5. Email received at victim’s laptop 

 

Since the attacker’s laptop is now connected to the victim’s laptop, he may now do anything he 

wants to the victim from the attacker’s laptop. In this experiment, the attacks that had been 

conducted were webcam hacking, screen hacking and also files registry hacking. As shown in Figure 

6, the webcam of the victim’s laptop had been hacked by the attacker’s laptop. The attacker’s laptop 

also can save the image of the webcam from the victim’s laptop. Thus, by having this ability, the 

attacker will take advantage on the user of the victim’s laptop by asking for ransom money if there 

were any inappropriate image were captured. Figures below showed the results on the victim’s 

laptop when the attacks took placed. 

 

Fig. 6. Successful Webcam Hacking 

 

Fig. 7. Successful Screen Hacking 

 

Figure 7 shows the result of screen hacking. The attacker can monitor the screen of the victim’s 

laptop by using Beast tool. The attacker also can add or change the screen of the victim’s laptop. It is 

believed that from the demonstration, readers can figure out the negative impact due to Trojan 

attack. Besides webcam hacking and screen hacking, the attacker also can do the files registry 

hacking. The built in registry file hacking that is included in the Beast tool has features such as 

uploading any foreign file to the victim’s laptop or erasing any important data in the victim’s laptop. 
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Hence, the attacker capable of uploading or erasing any file without the consent of the victim’s 

laptop.  

 

2.3 Worm Attack  

 

The worm attack was launched by using the command that must be used to create the worm file. 

As shown in Figure 8, the command for worm attack was written in the notepad and saved as a batch 

file named “1000.bat”. 

 

Fig. 8. Command for Worm Attack 

 

After the worm file has been created, the file was sent to the attacker’s laptop by using Gmail 

account. As shown in Figure 9, when the user of the victim’s laptop double click the file, the worm 

was executed and continue being reproduced, and would be spread into the computer system. 

Figure10 shows that the successful attack caused duplication of folder towards infinity and made the 

computer system going slower than usual.  

 

 

Fig. 9. Duplication of Worm File 

 

Fig. 10. Successful Worm Attack on Victim’s 

Laptop 

Tools to detect the presence of attack were executed before and after the attacks were 

performed. The observations are presented and discussed in the next section. 

 

 3. Results and Discussion  

 

As some of the immediate results regarding the experiment have been presented in the previous 

section, this part will focus only on detecting the presence of malwares. The tools used for this 

purpose include Virus Total, MalwareBytes, Avast AntiVirus and Wireshark.  The online scanning of 

the RAT file “application.jpg” using VirusTotal showed that it contains a high list of detected 

malwares. Hence, this file may cause huge damage if it runs into the computer system.  
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Fig. 11. Result of online scanning of the RAT file “application.jpg”  

 

Meanwhile, Wireshark was used to detect the presence of attack between the attacker and the 

victim by analyzing the traffics that come from the attacker. Figure 12 shows the IP addresses of the 

attacker’s and victim’s laptops were filtered for easy analysis of the packets captured before and 

after the attacks. By analyzing the captured traffics, we can tell that some activities were happening 

between these two laptops. It is the evidence that Trojan attack has successfully occurred. Wireshark 

is helpful in detecting the malware activity as it can display the packet or exchange of packet traffic 

between server (attacker) and client (victim). Since Wireshark is a traffic analyzer or packet analysis 

tool, it is mainly used by the users to check the behaviour of their network or to monitor PC for any 

unwanted activity between his PC and the external network.  

 

Fig.12(a). No packets captured before the 

attack 

 

Fig. 12(b). Packets captured after the Trojan attack 

 

Further scanning the laptops using MalwareBytes and Avast AntiVirus, both tools have 

successfully found the existence of malware on both devices. Avast detected the Trojan and 

categorized it as high severity. From the scanning result, the time elapsed to detect the malware was 

chosen to be presented here. For instance, MalwareBytes detected the Trojan in victim’s laptop 

within 17 seconds while the worm was found after 27 second (see Figure 13).  

In addition, we also recorded the detection ratio of Trojan and Worm based on online VirusTotal 

scanner. The detection ratio value of Trojan file (“Application.jpg”) is 55 while Worm file (“1000.bat”) 

is only 2. This can be inferred that many Trojans were found in the file located in victim’s laptop, thus, 

they can be easily discovered by established scanners rather than Worm that has specific agenda and 

only discovered by certain scanners. The discovery of many Trojans in the file could indicate that they 

have higher ability to affect many programs rather than Worm. Nevertheless, a specific designed or 

dedicated worm could be harmful to users and possibly affect PCs or organizational networks. 
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Fig. 13. The elapsed time to detect the malware 

 

Fig. 14. Detection ratio of malware 

 

 

4. Conclusion  

 

This paper presents the effect of malware particularly Trojan and Worm attacks. The experiments 

were carried out to observe the Remote Access Trojan (RAT) and Worm attacks on PC. The detection 

of Trojan Horse and Worm attacks was done by using VirusTotal, Wireshark, Avast Anti Virus and 

MalwareBytes. From the results, it shows that Trojan and Worm can attack the PC and gain valuable 

information or do harm to the user. Besides, malwares can initiate other potential attacks that 

involved the unhealthy situation like the development of digital shadow economy. Thus, creating 

awareness to the computer users about the dangerousness of malware to their PC and digital gadgets 

is vital and must be done by the organization, schools, and parents to remind people under their 

supervision. 
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